Status, Standing and You

When operating in commerce we're always operating under a name, titles and interests. Everything in the United States is dead as the United States is a corporation. The legal entity/person/strawman that lives in the United States is dead. This strawman has no energy of its own with which to setoff debt or perform an obligation, it cannot even bear its own signature as it needs someone alive to perform these acts for it. If we believe we are this entity and act as if we are this entity then by our conduct it is presumed we are the entity and thus subject to all obligations and liabilities assumed arisen from contracts entered into knowingly or unknowingly by the entity. The strawman has no control in the matters regarding itself and like a subject/slave will be ordered about what to do and how the matter will be resolved which normally includes fines, penalties, probation or jail depending on what the situation is.

So if this is no longer working for you and you are seeking a way out of this matrix, a light at the end of the tunnel as it is said, then you might consider being in control of the situation instead of a slave to it. Being in control is essential. For starters, what is key is to move oneself from the public to the private, from beneficiary in public to trustee in private, so that you are in control of the case otherwise they are in control of the case because by your actions and conduct you are presumed to be an incompetent debtor/slave/subject. Ouch, but this is just the way it is, it has to do with one’s status or standing before the 'law'.

Definition- Black’s Sixth Ed:
**Status** – Standing; state or condition; social position. The legal relation of individual to rest of the community. The rights, duties, capacities and incapacities which determine a person to a given class.

With practice, application and study we can play trustee in control so that when we dictate terms of the settlement we can make it stick as we’ve used our asset account. We are responsible for settling the case. As an accommodation party our status is non domestic. The venue where this party lives is a foreign entity to the United States, foreign the jurisdiction of the US. The accommodation party is a living party without the US - that’s the capacity we are appearing in. We are acting in the capacity of trustee of the original trust.

What is the accommodation party’s relationship to the United States? It is not formed under contract of the United States, it is not registered in the United States or any other ‘country’. It is an entity of its own authority, in essence its sovereign – any entity formed by people acting in that capacity is also sovereign, it is sui juris under its own right and authority. This trust is governed under private international law, common law and is sovereign. It is important to know, the trustee takes on the status of the trust. So if you are trustee of the public strawman trust, you take on the status of that trust which is United States person/citizen/slave status, you give up your sovereignty. If you don’t define some other capacity to be there in like an accommodation party it is presumed you must be the trustee for the Strawman trust. If you are trustee of the private trust, the trust is sovereign and so you take on the *status* of private/foreign trustee of its own authority and is controller of the collateral. It is not governed by US statute, codes, rules and/or regulations, it is instead governed by private international law. Remember, the trustee takes on the *status* of the trust.

**Point:**

MAKE IT CLEAR WHAT CAPACITY I AM APPEARING IN AND WHO I AM AND WHAT MY STATUS IS AND WHAT MY PURPOSE IS

Don’t use authorized representative in court, only attorneys are allowed to re-present. The only way you’d want to do that is to be an authorized representative of the paramount security interest holder in all property registered and unregistered belonging to the debtor. In this capacity you represent all interest in the debtor.
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